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60 Abstract : EDXRDDA is a software package for analysis of raw data
for energy dispersive x-ray diffraction from powder samples. It
resolves the spectra into individual peaks by a constrained
non-linear least squares method (Hughes and Sexton, 1988>. The
profile function adopted is the Gaussian/Lorentzian product with the
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an IBM PC and is highly interactive with extensive plotting
facilities. This report is a user's guide for running the program.
In the first step after inputting the spectra, the full spectra 1*
plotted on the screen. The user then chooses a portion of this -for
peak resolution. The initial guess for the peak intensity, peak
position are input with the help of a cursor or a mouse. Upto twenty
peaks can be fitted at a time in an interval of 500 channels. For
overlapping peaks, various constraints can be applied. Bragg peaks
and fluorescence peaks with different half widths can be handled
simultaneously. The program on execution produces a look up table
which contains the refined values of the peak position, half width*
peak intensity, integrated intensity, and their error estimates of
each peak. The program is very general and can also be used for
curve fitting of data from many other experiments.
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Operation manual for EDXRDDA - a software package
for Bragg peak analysis of Energy Dispersive powder

X-Ray Diffraction Data

by
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S . N . Momin and S . K . Sikka
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ABSTRACT

EDXRDDA is a software package for analysis of raw data for
energy dispersive x-ray diffraction from powder samples. It
resolves the spectra into individual peaks by a constrained
non-linear least squares method ( Hughes and Sexton, 1986).The
profile function adopted is the Gaussian/Lorentzian product with
the mixing ratio refinable in the program. The program is
implemented on an IBM PC and is highly interactive with extensive
plotting facilities. This report is a user's guide for running the
program. In the first step after inputting the spectra, the full
spectra is plotted on the screen. The user then chooses a portion
of this for peak resolution. The initial guess for the peak
intensity, peak position are input with the help of a cursor or a
mouse. Upto twenty peaks can be fitted at a time in an interval of
500 channels. For overlapping peaks, various constraints can be
applied. Bragg peaks and flourescence peaks with different half
widths can be handled simultaneously. The program on execution
produces a look up table which contains the refined values of the
peak position, half width, peak intensity, integrated intensity,
and their error estimates of each peak. The goodness of fit is
judged by the a discrepancy factor between the observed and
calculated spectra as well as visually on the screen with the help
of full and difference plots. Error estimates are also used for
this purpose. The program is very general and can also be used for
curve fitting of data from many other experiments.



1. INTRODUCTION

The EDXRDDA is a package for fitting peaks over data
supplied through formatted input files, and is applied to analysis
of Bragg peaks in energy dispersive x-ray diffraction patterns of
powder samples. This package has been developed on IBM PC under
the operating system MSDOS version 3.3 .

This package comes in two modules - a user interface module
that graphically displays the x-ray diffraction data and
facilitates selection of suitable inputs for fitting Bragg peaks
over these data, and another module that does the numerical
computation for resolving the spectra into individual peaks and
determines the Gaussian/Lorentzian fit parameters for each
resolved peak. In fact the two modules are complete programs in
themselves and can be executed independently of each other.
However, when these are executed together as EDXRDDA package,
there exists a parent child relationship between them in which the
user interface acts as the parent process, and whenever necessary,
spawns the numerical code as its child process. After, completion
of execution of the child process, control returns to the parent,
whereafter the parent also faciltates viewing of the fitted
parameters graphically, as well as in tabular form.

The parent module is an executable file called FIT.EXE . It
is a user interface module, and has been developed in C under
Turbo-C programming environment. This module facilitates selection
of input data file, screen graphics driver file, and provides
printer graphics interface as well as mouse interface. It displays
the read data in graphic form, generates a graphic cursor on the
screen to be used as an aid for selecting positions/regions of
spectrum displayed on the screen, and provides a number of useful
commands that help to customize the plot in desired form for hard
copy printouts. Whenever fitting of peaks over these data is
desired, it provides a text mode menu screen to facilitate
entering of input parameters of the fit, and after completion of
the peak fitting computations, it provides a look-up table for
inspecting the fitted parameters. For conducting the peak fitting
computations, it fires the execution of the child process and
passes control to it.

The child module is an executable file called EDPFIT.EXE,
and is a computational intensive code in Fortran and compiled
through IBM's Professional Fortran (PROFORT) and linked using



IBM's linker LINK. It normally opens three data files - an input
file, a detailed output file, and a summarized output file. When
its execution is fired from within EDXRDDA, its input file is
automatically generated by the parent module from parameters
entered by the user in the parents's menu screen. The child's
detailed output file is not useful to the package and hence under
normal circumstances, its name is set to "NUL" in order to skip
its generation. However, the summarized output file contains just
the right number of data and in the right format desired by the
parent program for reading the fitted parameters after the child
process terminates.

A point to be noted here is that the parent code FIT.EXE
does not directly fire the execution of Hie child code EDPFIT.EXE.
Instead, it does so thiough an interims! 1 atary in the form of a
command file called l; ITPEAK.BAT . Thi- correct sequence of firing
the execution of EDPFIT.EXE is as follows

FIT.EXE > FITPEAK.BAT > EDPFIT.EXE
(user interface) (command filf) (numerical code)
(Parent process) (Child) (Child)

The FITPEAK.BAT is an executable DOS shell command file, and its
role in being an intermediatary is only to provide the user with
additional options, one of them being selection of pathname of
directory inside which EDXRDDA files have been copied (normally it
should be a directory called C:\FIT ). If this pathname is also
set inside the DOS environment variable called PATH, it will
enable execution of EDXRDDA package from inside any other
directory or drive. Another option that this intermediary provides
is to turn-on or off the generation of the detailed output file of
EDPFIT.EXE code, which is not needed by the EDXRDDA package, but
the user may sometimes want to inspect its contents.

This report is written with the aim of serving as a user
guide for installation and execution of the EDXRDDA package on IBM
PC. Section 2 deals with the user interface module (FIT.EXE), and
gives an account of its screen layouts and interactive commands in
a step by step procedure in line with the execution. Section 3
describes the numerical code (EDPFIT.EXE). Section 4 takes up two
sample runs of the package. Appendix A lists all the commands.
Appendix B gives the information pertaining to installation and
lists all the relevant files of this package.



2. DESCRIPTION OF THE INTERACTIVE MODULE FIT.EXE

The EDXRDDA package is composed of primarily two modules -
a computational module called EDPFIT.EXE, and its graphac support
module called FIT.EXE. Of these, the FIT.EXE code serves as a
parent process, and whenever necessary executes the EDPFIT code as
its child process.

The FIT.EXE code is an interactive graphics code that
facilitates inputting of name of data file to be read, selection
of screen graphics driver, display of data in form of an x-y
graph, zooming of selected parts of the graph, selection of
regions of graph interactively through cursor control, making
initial guesses of parameters for peak fitting, graphic display of
fitted profile along with original data for comparison, tabular
display of fitted parameters, inputting captions over peaks and
title of the graph, and printing hard copy of the figure on dot
matrix printer.

The FIT.EXE code has four stages of user interaction,
namely

(1) Data file selection mode.

(2) Graphics mode for x-y plot.

(3) Menu mode for specifying input parameters for
fitting peaks.

(4) Look-up table mode.

Of these only the second stage is in graphics mode, and all the
rest in text mode. The manner in which control traverses from one
mode to another is given on next page.

Text shown enclosed in quote marks are comnand keys that
transfer control from one screen mode to another. Sach mode is
equipped with online help available by means of H' key, except
the data file selection mode whose prompts are self explanatory.



PROGRAM | 1 - Ente r'
START > Data file selection mode I •
-FIT1 i j 1 |

I I
I I

I 1 Graphics mode for x-y plot | 1
| , ,
j "Enter1

I
ESC'j-R1 "Enter*

I I I
Menu mode for prep- I I Look-up table I
aring input data for mode j
executing EDPFIT.EXE I ' >

II
II

I ; i
j Execution of I
| EDPFIT.EXE code |

as a child process

2.1 Initiating execution of EDXRDDA package:

The execution of the EDXRDDA package commences with the
command

FIT
This starts the execution of the FIT.EXE code, and the first thing
to appear on the screen is the version number of the code as
follows

Integrated Peak Fitting Program
[INFIT - ver:E - 7 July 1991]

Next, the code will check whether mousf driver has been mads
memory resident, and will report accordingly. Its message will
appear either as

Mouse driver found
or as

***** MOUSE DRIVER HAS NOT BEEN LOADED *****
Thereafter, control passes to the data file selection mode.



2.2 Data file selection mode:

The first thing to appear in the data file selection mode is
a prompt for entering name of input data file as follows

Enter <Return> for Look-Up Service
Input data file:

Here, if you only press return (viz. ""Enter' key), the code will
prompt for inputting the name of a FITBASE file that contains
parameters of fitted peaks, and control will then pass to the
look-up table mode. On the other hand, if you enter name of an
input file that contains x-ray diffraction data, that file will be
opened and read. If the code is unable to open that file, it will
repeat the prompt. The input data file must comply to any one of
the following three formats.

2.2.1 Input data format-1 :

If the first datum inside the input data file is integer
-1, the remaining data will be assumed to be only the diffraction
intensity data (yl...yn), sequentially placed in the order of
channel numbers (l...n). These data are read as double precision
floating point numbers in free format as follows

-1
yl y2 y3
y4 y5
y6 y7 y8 y9

2.2.2 Input data format-2 :

If the first datum inside the input data file is integer 1,
the remaining data will be assumed to be channel numbers (xl...xn)
and their corresponding diffraction data fyl...yn) . These data
(channel numbers as well as y-values) are read as double precision
floating point numbers in free format as follows

x l
x2
x3

y i
Y2
Y3



2.2.3 Input data format-3

If the first datum insids the input data file is integer 0,
the remaining data will be assumed to be consisting of two dummy
real numbers, two titles, and thereafter, only the diffraction
intensity data (yl...yn) sequentially placed in the order of their
channel numbers <l...n). These data are read as double precision
floating point numbers in free format as follows

0 real#l real#2 First-line-of-title.
Second-line-of-title

yl y2 y3
y4 y5
y6 y7 y8 y9

Here real#l and real#2 are two dummy real numbers which are
ignored. The rest of the first line (starting from first non-blank
character) will be read as the first line of title, and the
immediate next line, as the second line of title.

Note that in all the above listed three cases, it is not
necessary to specify the total number of data. The code will
itself count the data as it reads them till it senses the end of
file. However, the number of data (i.e. number of <x,y) points)
must not exceed 500 channels. This is a restriction placed not by
the FIT.EXE code, but by the EDPFIT.EXE code. After all the data
have been read, the file is closed and the following message
displayed on the screen

Total data = nnnn

2.2.4 Specification of FITBASE file name:

The next prompt is for entering the name of FITBASE file.
This file is like a data base file containing records of
parameters of peaks fitted over the diffraction data, and these
could have been created during previous runs of EDXRDDA with the
same input file. This prompt appears as follows

FITBASE file name:

If you enter the name of a new file, the code will create it. If



it is unable to create it, it will repeat the prompt. On the other
hand, if you enter the name of a file already existing, it will
prompt further as follows

(A=Append/ O=Overwrite):

Here you have to only press the key "A' or "0' without following
it up with "Enter" key. If you press ^A1 , the FITBASE file will
be opened for appending any new peak fit records that you may like
to create, and all previous records contained in this file will be
read and kept intact. But if you press v0', all the previous
records will be erased.

2.2.5 Specifiaction of screen graphcis driver:

The code will then display the next prompt which is for
specifying the screen graphics driver that is to be used. The
prompt appears as

Select graphics driver (A=Auto) (C=CGA> (E=EGA) (O=Other):

Here too, you need only to press the indicated keys without
following it up with "Enter' key. The driver file must match the
hardware of the PC (i.e. video display unit, and graphics adapter
card). If you press "'A1 , the PC hardware is checked, and a
suitable driver file is automatically selected. If "0' is pressed,
a table of selectable parameters for various types of graphic
adapters will be displayed, and you will be prompted for selecting
values from that table.

Upto now the you may choose to abort the execution any time
by pressing control-C or control-Break. Otherwise, control will
pass to the next stage i.e. the graphics mode for x-y plot.

2.3 Graphics mode for x-y plot:

In graphics mode, an x-y plot of the diffraction data is
displayed as counts versus channel number. Only individual points
are displayed and these are not connected by lines. Only the
minimum and maximum values along x and y are displayed on the
axes. The graph occupies most of the portion of the screen,
leaving some space at the top which is just sufficient for writing
two lines of title of the figure.

8



If data have been read through format-3 described in section
2.2.3, title of the figure will also be read from the same input
file, otherwise, title is read from the FITBASE file described. If
FITBASE file does not exist, the first line of title will be
displayed in the form "input-file-name>fitbase-file-natne", and the
second line of title will be left blank.

In graphics mode, a graphic cursor whose shape resembles
"+" is displayed on the screen. If mouse is enabled, a mouse
cursor of similar shape but composed of thicker lines with arrows
at ends will appear on the screen instead of the original graphic
cursor, but this too can be manoeuvred in the same manner as the
original graphic cursor by means of arrow keys of keyboard. You
can toggle between the two cursors by pressing SM'.

2.3.1 Manoeuvring the graphic cursor:

For moving the cursor around on the screen you should turn
the NumLock of the numeric keypad off. Thereafter, the numeric
keys can be used for moving the cursor horizontally, vertically,
and diagonally. If the numeric keys are used without association
of shift key, these produce coarse movement of cursor. However,
with shif< key being depressed, these produce fine movement of
cursor in steps of one pixel.

"M* toggles between graphic cursor and
mouse cursor.

"'Arrow-up' moves cursor up (coarse movement).
"Arrow-DOWN' moves cursor down (coarse movement).
"Arrow-LEFT' moves cursor left (coarse movement).
"Arrow-RIGHT' moves cursor right (coarse movement).
"Home1 "PgDn' moves cursor along the diagonal "\" .
"End1 "PgUp' moves cursor along the diagonal "/" .

"Shift + Arrow-UP1 moves cursor up (fine movement).
"Shift + Arrow-DOWN' moves cursor down (fine movement).
"Shift + Arrow-LEFT1 moves cursor left (fine movement).
"Shift + Arrow-RIGHT' moves cursor right (fine movement).
"Shift + Home1

"Shift + PgDn1 moves cursor along diagonal "\"
(fine movement).

"Shift + End'
"Shift + PgUp' moves cursor along diagonal "/"

(fine movement).



2.3.2 Changing y scale of the plot:

The keys for changing the y scale are "Control-PgUp* and
"Control-PgDn'. When these are depressed, the whole screen will be
erased, and then refreshed using the changed y scale value.

"Control-PgUp* causes y scale to increase by 20%
of original value. As a result,
the x-y profile appears to lower.

"Control-PgDn' causes y scale to decrease by 20%
of original value. As a result,
the x-y profile appears to rise.

"Control-Home' causes the original y scale to be
restored.

"Control-End' causes the last changed y scale to
be restored.

2.3.3 Selecting a range of channel values:

A range of the displayed data can be selected by specifying
the leftmost and rightmost limits. These are done by positioning
the graphic cursor on the x coordinates of these limits and then
pressing "I1 or " ] ' . If mouse is enabled, you can also do it by
positioning the mouse cursor at desired.position, and clicking the
left or right button of the mouse. The selected position is
graphically indicated with the help of the following two marks

|— and 1
"[' .... Mouse-LEFT-button ..... selects current position

of cursor as the left-
most limit of data.

" ] ' .... Mouse-RIGHT-button .... selects current position
of cursor as the right-
most limit of data.

Note that the following selection is valid
" I 1 T

|— selected region 1

But the following selection is not valid

10



2.3.4 Zooming - Plotting selected range of data:

After having selected a range of data (described in section
2.3.3), you may choose to plot only the selected data on full
screen, leading to zooming of the figure horizontally. The keys
for doing this operation, or for returning to initial plot are

•*P' zooms the selected region of figure.

"I1 displays the initial plot.

You can zoom futher forward, but you cannot retrace the zoom path
backwards; you can only move back to the initial plot. If your
selection of limits through "I' and vl' keys, is invalid, pressing
-p' will only produce a beep sound.

2.3.5 Making initial guess of position of a peak:

The method of making initial guess of position of a peak is
similar to the method of selection of range of channel values
described in section 2.3.3, but instead of pressing keys ""I* and
"]', you only press ^G'. Pressing ^G' a second time at the same
position will remove that guess. If mouse is enabled, this can
also be done by clicking the middle button of the mouse. When a
guess is made, the guessed position is indicated with the help of
the following mark

G1 .... Mouse-MIDDLE-button ..... selects / deselects current
position of cursor as a
guessed position of peak.

2.3.6 Cancelling guesses of peak positions and range of channels:

For removing an initial guess or a channel range limit from
the list of selected items, you need to move the cursor to the
position of that item, and press ""Backspace' or ^Del' key. These
keys deselect items individually. For deselecting all of them in
one shot, ^Control-Backspace" can be used.

"" Backspace1

"Del1 deselect the item on which the cursor
has been positioned.

11



"Control-Backspace' ... deselects all the initial guesses of
peak positions, if any exists,
otherwise, deselects range of
channels.

2.3.7 Fitting peaks over selected data - Executing EDPFIT.EXE :

For fitting peaks over a range of data, the following
sequence of steps are required to be followed

i) Select a range of data as described in section 2.3.3.
ii) Make initial guesses of positions of peaks as described

in sections 2.3.5 and 2.3.6.
iii) Press the key "X' to transfer control from the current

graphics mode to the menu mode, where parameters needed
for executing EDPFIT.EXE can be inputted. (For detaila
refer to section 2.4).

iv) After the execution of EDPFIT.EXE terminates menu mode
and control automatically returns to the graphics node.

prepares for execution of the numerical
code EDPFIT.EXE .

2.3.8 Inspecting table of fitted parameters:

After having fitted a number of peaks as described in
section 2.3.7, the fitted parameters can be inspected in a look-up
table by pressing the "L' key or simply by pressing "Enter1. The
control then passes to look-up table mode, from where you can
enter commands to delete, undelete, cancel graphic display of
selected items, etc. or return to graphics mode by only pressing
"Enter1.

"L'
"Enter* transfer control to look-up table mode.

When these command keys are pressed, some of the fitted parameters
are immediately displayed in the look-up table mode. These
parameters belong to only those data which were on display in
graphics mode at the instant the command key was pressed. While
inside look-up table mode, you may enter other commands for
displaying all or selected fit parameters.

12



2.3.9 Saving fitted parameters in FITBASE file:

After having fitted a number of peaks over the data read
from input file, the records of parameters of fits can be saved by
pressing the VS' key. These records will be saved in the FITBASE
file whose name has been specified previously (refer to section
2.2.4). The title of the figure and resolved peak captions, if
any, will also be saved in the same file.

"S' saves all the fitted records in FITBASE file.

2.3.10 Graphically displaying fitted peaks:

The fitted peak profile can be graphically displayed in
three forms - (a) as individual resolved peaks, (b) sum of all the
resolved peaks, and (c) difference between the raw data and the
sum of all the resolved peaks. These displays can be toggled on or
off individually by pressing the "*' , *«•' and *-' keys,
respectively.

"*' toggles display of individual resolved peaks.

"+' toggles display of sum of all the resolved
peaks.

""-' toggles display of difference between the raw
data and sum of ail the resolved peaks.

2.3.11 Specifying title of the figure:

The figure can have two lines of title, each of at most 79
characters. You can change any one or both the title lines by
pressing ST' key. A block cursor will then appear at the site of
start of first title line. If you want to retain this line as it
is, just press "Enter' key, otherwise you may input desired text,
terminating it with "Enter' key. The cursor then shifts to the
site of start of second title line. Here too you may do the same
thing.

You can abort the operation midway by pressing "Esc' key. If
you want to delete an existing title line convert it into one or
more blank spaces. After the operation, it may be necessary to
refresh the screen by simply pressing the "Spacebar' key.

"T" allows changing title of the figure.

13



2.3.12 Specifying caption of a resolved peak:

After having fitted a peak over selected data, the resolved
peaks can be given captions individually. This can be done by
bringing the cursor near the position of maximum of the resolved
peak, and then pressing the "C key. A block cursor then appears,
and text can be inputted followed by vEnter' key. Pressing ~Entsr*
at the beginning or pressing "Esc* at any instant will abort the
operation. If you want to delete an existing caption convert it
into one or more blank spaces.

^C1 allows specification of caption of the
resolved peak existing near the site of
the graphic cursor.

2.3.13 Specifying position of caption:

There are two modes in which captions of resolved peaks can
be displayed - (a) just above the top of the peaks, and (b) all at
one and same level. Normally captions appears in form (a). But you
can toggle between the two forms by pressing ^Control-C key.
Futhermore, in either form, captions can be shifted up and down
through use of VU' , "D* , "Control-U1 , and 'Control-D' keys.

"Control-C toggles display form of caption.

"U' shifts captions up (coarse movement).

'D' shifts captions down (coarse movement).

^Control-U' shifts captions up (fine movement).

^Control-D' shifts captions down (fine movement).

2.3.14 Changing size of caption characters:

The size of characters of captions of the resolved peaks
can be changed by pressing vAlt-U* and ~Ald-D' keys.

"Alt-U' increases the size of caption characters.

"Alt-D1 decreases the size of caption characters.



2.3.15 Selecting display form of x and y scales:
———,•—————————————————————————~————— ————

There are two ways in which x and y scale values can be
displayed - (a) partial display, and (b> full display. Normally,
the scale values are only partially displayed. In fact only the
extreme values are displayed in this form, and the axes are not
graduated. In the other form, the axes are graduated, and scale
values written near every graduation mark. You can toggle between
the two forms by pressing the special keys *F1' and ^F2'.

"*Fl' displays only extreme values of x and y axes.
(X axis = channel numbers).

VF2* displays several values on x and y axes, and
also writes title of X and Y axes.
(X axis = channel numbers).

Both the above keys mark the X axis with channel number values. If
you want energy values instead of channel number to be displayed
on the X axis, use the keys ""F3" and ^F4' instead of "Fl1 and
^F2', respectively.

"F31 displays only extremes cf X and Y values.
<X axis = Energy (KeV) ).

^F4' displays several values on X and Y axes, and
also writes title of X and Y axes.
(X axis = Energy (KeV) >.

Two coefficents (m and c) are required for scaling the channel
numbers to energy (KeV) as

m * (channel number ) + c = Energy in KeV

These coefficents can be supplied after pressing the VF5' key .

"F5' allows to change the coefficents which in
turn changes scale from channel numbers to
energy(KeV).

2.3.16 Refreshing the graphic display:

The key for refreshing the graphic display is "Spacebar1.
It clears screen and re-displays all the items in their selected
modes.

"Spacebar' refreshes graphic screen.
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2.3.17 Printing hard copy:

Hard copy of displayed figure can be obtained on dot matrix
printer. Three ti; ̂es of hard copies can be obtained - (a) in low
resolution, (b) in high resolution and plotted with thick points,
and (c) in high resolution and plotted with thin points. The
command keys are

"Alt-1' produces hard copy on printer in low
resolution.

"Alt-2' produces hard copy on printer in high
resolution, plotted with- thick points.

"Alt-3' produces hard copy on printer in high
resolution, plotted with thin points.

Keys "Alt-Fl' to "*Alt-F3' too will work in the same manner. While
printing, you can abort the operation any time by pressing the
"Esc' key. Option for low resolution hard copy may not *:ie
desirable for getting final printout. But since its print-out rate
is much faster than that of high resolution, it can be used during
the stage of testing before opting for the final printout.

2.3.18 Getting online help in graphics mode:

Online help in graphics mode can be sought anytime simply
by pressing the "H' key.

"H' displays helpful information.

2.3.19 Checking the EDXRDDA package version:

For checking the version number of the currently executing
EDXRDDA package, the command key is

"V displays version of EDXRDDA package.

2.3.20 Reading another diffraction data file:

For terminating session with the currently opened
diffraction data file, and starting a new session with another
data file, the command key is
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"R1 terminates current Beasion and
transfers control to the data file
selection mode (section 2.2).

2.3.21 Terminating execution of EDXRDDA :

For quitting from the graphics mode and terminating
execution of EDXRDDA, the command key is

~Q' quits (terminates execution).

2.4 Menu mode for preparing input data for executing EDPFIT.EXE:

For fitting peaks over a range of data, the sequence of
steps to be followed is listed in Bection 2.3.7. When control is
in graphics mode and you press the "X* key, control passes to menu
mode. Here parameters needed for executing EDPFIT.EXE can be
inputted. A selection bar is available for moving to different
menu items displayed on the screen. Some of these items are
commands to be executed, and the rest are sites where data can be
entered. The various command keys that can be used inside the menu
mode are as follows

"Arrow-UP1 moves selection bar up.
"Arrow-DOWN* moves selection bar down.
"Arrow-LEFT' moves selection bar towards left.
"Arrow-RIGHT' moves selection bar towards right.

"PgDn', "PgUp* moves selection bar to another item.

"Backspace'
"Del1 deletes left character of data.

- M lH' displays helpful information.

'Enter' executes selected item if it is a
command, otherwise moves selection
bar to the next item.

"Esc' returns control to graphics mode.

"X1 executes the numerical code
EDPFIT.EXE for fitting peaks over
selected range of data.
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The menu mode is used for inputting constraints before
fitting peaks over selected data (for details about these
constraints refer to section 3 which deals in depth with the
execution of the numerical code EDPFIT.EXE). The data items of the
menu are

i) Number of constraints,
ii) Number of extra parameters.

iii) Constraints (at most 16 entries can be made),
iv) Extra parameters (at most 4 entries can be made).
v) Half-width of peaks (single entry),

vi) Limit on half-width in percentage (single entry).
vii) Limit on peak position (single entry, • number of

channels range in which fit will be tried).
vni) Gauss-Lorentzian mixing ratio (single entry).

IX) Title- (single entry).

The first two data items get values automatically as data entries
for constraints and extra parameters are made. Besides the above
data items, the menu also has the following two command items

i) Execute FITPEAK program,
ii) Return to graphics.

2.4.1 Use of constraints :

(A) For any component say n
MO = 3 * n - 2 denotes intensity.
Ml = MO * 1 denotes half-width.
M2 = Ml + 1 denotes position.
The Gauss/Lorentzian product mixing ratio is
M = 6 * (No. of components) + 1

The components can be constrained in two ways :
(i) When they form a related doublet, then x can be

1 ... intensity of 1st component.
2 ... half-width of 1st component.
3 ... position of 1st component.
4 ... intensity of 2nd component relative to 1st.

(i.e. for 1:2 ratio, (xl = 2 * x2>.
5 ... relative half-width (x2 = x5).
6 ... doublet seperation <x6 - x3).

On constraining 4,5,6 the refinement will be done for
1,2,3 and relative values set for the second peak. The relative
values can be inputted as (B).



(ii) When components are no*, related , then the constraint
parameters can be any one jf the following (say for three
components)

1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 9, 13, 14, 15

When Gauss / Lorentzian mixing ratio is zero, it uses Gaussian
profile. While when the mixing ratio is one, it uses Lorentzian
profile.

(B) Special Parameter Reading : Sometimes one needs to set more
accurate values of parameters than read by cursor, etc.. For
example, the position and half-width of fluorescence peak or
relative value of the second peak in a doublet, then these can be
input as "~M, value' upto four (extra) parameters.

2.5 Look-up table mode :

The look-up table mode is a useful facility for inspecting,
and printing parameters of peaks fitted over the diffraction data.
In this mode, a prompt is displayed as

Pit>

at which commands can be typed for displaying fitted parameters,
deleting a fit, undeleting, cancelling graphic display of a fit,
etc.

2.5.1 Getting a list of fitted parameters:

The command for displaying all the fitted parameters is
simply "L" , and for displaying a particular fit, it is "L n"
where argument n is the sequence number of that fit.

"L" displays all the fitted peak
parameters that have not been
deleted.

"L n" displays parameters of fit number n
only.

After each screen-full of display, there is an automatic pause
with the following prompt

More/Esc



at which you may press "'Esc' to abort the display command, or
press any other key to resume display. All parameters belonging to
same fit are displayed in same background colour. Different fits
are shown in differnt colors, alternating between red and pink.
Fits whose graphic display has been cancelled are shown in blue
colour. Deleted fits are not displayed. The display typically
appears as. follows

Fit RFactr MRatio Peak* Caption Position Intensity l/2Width Area

1 0.0509 -0.082
6E-08

1E-03

0.0788 -0.112
5E-07

880.16 2367.21 13.7042 69337

3E-04
908.01
7E-03

929.00
7E*00

1181.00
1E-03

1196.34
2E-03

5E+00
559.43
1E + 01

947.75
6E-04

784.34
1E + 01

571.27
1E + 01

3E-04
11.7603

3E-04
14.4000

10.8117
2E-03

13.0879
2E-03

14117

28950

18310

16085

This display shows parameters of two fits numbered as 1 and 2.
This sequence number is on the leftmost side followed by the
R-factor (discrepancy factor) of the fit. Next is shown the
Gauss-Lorentzian mixing ratio and just below it is the estimated
error in evaluation of that ratio. Next is shown the resolved peak
number. Fit number 1 has been resolved into three peaks, and fit
number 2, into two peaks. Next is caption of the resolved peak,
which the user may specify. Typically these can be the Miller
indices. Next are shown the position, intensity and half-width of
each peak and just below each value is the estimated error in that
value. On the rightmost is the area under each peak. Note that all
the error values are in E-format.

2.5.2 Cancelling a fit without deleting it from the records:

You can temperorily cancel a fit vithout deleting it from
the records. The effect of this operation is that its plotting in
graphic display is suppressed. When you undo the cancellation, the
fitted profile will be again plotted when control goes to graphic
display mode. The advantage of this operation is that a single
range of data can be subjected to several peak fitting operations
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under different initial parameters, and at the time of graphically
viewing that range of data, only selected fitted profiles can be
plotted, and the rest suppressed. The command for cancelling and
undoing cancellation is

" V n - " ..... cancels visibility of fit number n
without actually deleting it from
the records. The fit becomes
invisible in graphics mode.

" V n + " restores the visibility of fit
number n.

2.5.3 Printing parameters of fitted peaks:

The table of fitted peak parameters described in section
2.5.1 can be printed out in hard copy form with the help of the
following commands

•I r, IIP " prints all the fitted peak
parameters that have not been
deleted.

"P n" prints only the parameters of fit
number n.

2.5.4 Displaying total number of fits:

The total number of fit records is displayed when the following
command is entered

"M" . ., displays total number of fits, viz.
the maximum value that the argument
n can have in commands "L n", etc.

2.5.5 Displaying the names of data files in use:

t'or seeing the names of the raw data file, and FITBASE file
currently in use, the command is

"F"F" displays the names of the currently
used raw data file, and FITBASE file.
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2.5.6 Changing title of the figure:

The title of the figure can be specified in graphics mode
(refer to section 2.3.11 for details), as well as in look-up table
mode. The command for changing title is "T", at which the previous
title is displayed and the cursor is positioned below it. If you
only press "Enter1 without specifying anything, the previous title
is retained, otherwise it is changed to the text entered. You can
specify two lines of titles. You can abort the operation any time
by pressing "Esc'.

"T" displays previous title and accepts
new entry if any, and then displays
the subtitle, and accepts new entry
if any.

2.5.7 Specifying caption of a resolved peak:

You can specify caption of any of the resolved peaks of a
fit, in graphic mode (refer to section 2.3.12 for details), as
well as in look-up table mode. Here the command is "C followed by
specification of the sequence number of the fit, followed by the
sequence number of the peak. This operation can be aborted by
pressing "Esc'.

" C m n " accepts input of caption of resolved
peak number n in fit number m.

2.5.8 Deleting a fit:

A fit can be deleted from the records by entering the
command "D1 followed by the sequence number of that fit.

"D n" deletes a fit, removing it from the
records.

2.5.9 Undeleting - restoring a deleted fit:

A fit can be undeleted and restored to the records by
entering the command "U' followed by the sequence number of that
df leted fit. Note that you can undelete only those peaks that have
been deleted in the on going session. Once you exit from that
session, the deleted fits become irrecoverably lost.

"U n" undeletes a fit, restoring it to the
records.
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2.5.10 Saving fit records in FITBASE file:

The command for saving any changes made in the records of
fit paramters, the command is "S". These records will be saved in
the FITBASE file whose name had been specified previously in data
file specification mode (described in section 3.2.4). The title of
the figure and resolved peak captions, if any, will also be saved
in the same file. Note that records whose visibility has been
cancelled (refer to 2.5.2), will also be saved. Only deleted
records will not be saved.

"S" saves fit records in FITBASE file.

2.5.11 Getting online help in look-up table mode:

Online help in look-up table mode can be sought anytime
simply by entering the following command

"H" displays helpful information.

2.5.12 Reading another data file:

For terminating session with the currently opened data
file, and starting a new session with another data file, the
command key is

"R" terminates current session and
transfers control to the data file
selection mode.

2.5.13 Returning to graphics:

If the look-up table mode has been invoked from graphics
mode, pressing ""Enter1 key will return control to the graphics
mode. If however, it has been invoked from the data file selection
mode, this key will produce no effect.

* Enter' transfers control to graphics mode
if control has come from there.

2.5.14 Terminating execution of EDXRDDA :

For quitting from the look-up table mode and terminating
execution of EDXRDDA, the command is

"Q" quits (terminates execution).
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3. DESCRIPTION OF TBE NUMERICAL CODE EDPFIT.EXE:

We use a damped constrained non-linear least square method
(Hughes & Sexton 1988) to fit a given energy dispersive X-ray
diffraction pattern. Constraints are needed as it is, sometimes,
desirable to keep certain parameters in the fitting function
constant. For example, in resolving complex peaks consisting of
fluorescence and Bragg components, it may be necessary to
constrain the peak positions of the former as these are exactly
known or when the functional form of the half-width versus Bragg
energy is known, it may be necessary to keep these fixed, to get
meaningful number of components of a given assemblage of peaks.
Damping is useful to achieve convergence when there is high
correlation between parameters.

In the least square procedure employed, the following
function is minimised.

S<X> - " r ^ [ V f - Y ^ U H 2

Here
YA° = observed data at position i in the pattern.
Yt° = caculated data (sum over all components) at

position i in the pattern from

X = <X1# X2, XN) a vector of N

initial guesses or current iterated values of
fitting parameters.

M = number of experimental data being fitted.

p = damping factor,

q., = I MIi.iu(6i°(X)/6X:))
2)*

«X3 = X^*-* - Xa" after (k+l)th iteration

i^ = Lagrangian multiplier.

Gn, constraint relation = Gn(Xl, X2, ...XM)=0 for n = 1 to R

and R = total number of constraints.
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The details of the procedure to implement the above are
given by Hughes & Sexton <1988).Their Fortran program has been
modified and implemented on an IBM PC .The damping factor is
evaluated within the program and the termination procedure of a
given refinement is also as given by them.

Before starting the least squares procedure, the raw data
in the choosen portion of the diffraction pattern is smoothened by
a 3 point method and background determined by linear interpolation
between end points.This may (for some cases e.g. rapidly
non-uniform varying background) lead to .trouble.In such cases, it
is better to fit small portions of the pattern at a time.The
goodness of fit is judged by R factor

r 1 *

R = | |

as well as visually on the screen with the help of full and
difference plots and error estimates.

4. TWO SAMPLE SESSIONS WITH EDXRDDA

The versatility of this package is demonstrated with the
help of examples presented below where it is necessary to analyse
the spectrum in terms of overlapping peaks through constrained or
unconstrained analysis.

4.1 Analysis of energy spectrum from standard Am2*1 source

2 4 1
Fig.l. Raw spectrum of Am used for calibrating

EDXRD system.
Fig.2. Zoomed spectrum from channels 972 to 1200.
Fig.3. X-map of the above zoomed spectrum.
Fig.4. Fitted spectrum of the above zoomed portion.
Fig. 5. Lookup table for the above fitted spectrum.
Fig.6. Analysed full spectrum of Am2*1.

4.2 Fig.7. Fitted EDXRD spectrum of Zn at 10 Kbar
(Sharma, Sikka and Chidambaram, 1992).
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Fig.t. Raw Energy Spectrum of from a standard source Am241
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Fig.2. Zoomed Spectrum of Std. Am241 from Channels 972-1200
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Fig.3. Execution (X-) matt of the parameters used in fit H 1.
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Fig.4. Zoomed Spectrum of Am from Channels 972 - 1200
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Fig.5. Lookup Tablt of fitted, parameters

Lookup - FitBaae - Service

Total f i t s • 1
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Fit* RFactr MRatio Peak* Caption

1 0.0294 0.779 1 (15.43 Kev)
1E-05

2 (16.30 Kev)

3 (16.45 Kev)

4 (17.18 Kev)

Fit>

Position

1032.00
6E-02

1090.10
2E-02

1104.00
7E-02

1148.12
7E-05

Intensity

71.99
8E-01
391.09
3E+01
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2E+00

l/2Width
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Appendix A

Liat of All the EDXRDDA Commands

A.I Graphic mode commands:

Key

<Spacebar>
<ArrowKeya>

Shift-<Arrow>

Ctrl-PgUp/PgDn
Ctrl-Home/End

t / G / ]

M

P / I
<Del>/<Backsp>

Ctrl-<Backsp>
X

L / <Enter>
S

T / C
* / + / -

U/D "oiJt:
Alt-U/ Alt-D
Alt-1/2/3

/ <F2>
<F3> / <F4>

<F5>
H / V

R
Q

Operation

Refresh screen.
Coarse movement of graphics cursor in direction of
arrow.
Fine movement of graphics cursor in direction of
arrow.
Scale-up/Scale-down the Y-scale of the plot.
Toggle between the default and selected Y-scales.
Select/deselect Left-limit / Guess / Right-limit
at cursor position.
Enable/Disable mouse control. Note that Mouse-buttons
(Left, Middle, Right) = Keys( "~ I ' , "G1 , "]' ).
Plot selected range of data / Plot full data.
Deselect a guess("G') or limit("[',"")') at current
cursor position.
Deselect all the initial guesses/Deselect limits.
Go to Menu-mode. Prepare for executing peak fitting
numerical code.
Enter Lookup-Table service.
Save fitted parameters in F"ITBASE file.
Select Title-of-figure / Caption-for-peak.
Draw Individual / Sum / Difference of fit profiles.
Shift caption position Up/Down/Toggle position.
Change size of caption characters.
Get hard copy on printer in l=Low resolution /
2=High resolution / 3=High(with thin points).
Display Partial/Full scale of axes (X=Channel No.).
Display Partial/Full scale of axes (X=Energy(KeV)).
Redefine scale : Channel Number > Energy (KeV).
Display Help / Program-version .
Read' another data file.
Quit (exit to DOS).



A.2 Menu mode commands:

Key

<Arrows>
<Return>
PgUp/PgDn
<Backspace>
<Del>
H
X
R / Esc

Operation

Move cursor among data-boxes/items.
Move to next data-box / Select item.
Move selection bar to another itew.
Delete left character.
Delete left character.
Help.
Start execution of numerical code EDPFIT.EXE
Return to graphics.

A.3 Look-up table mode commands:

Command Operation

Vn ±
L
Ln
P
Pn
M
T
qn p
Dn
Un
F
S
H
R
Q

<Return>

Set visibility of Fit# n to (+ =ON) (- =OFF).
List parameters of all the fits.
List parameters of Fit# n.
Print parameters of all visible fits.
Print parameters of Fit# n.
Display total number of fits (Max.value of Fit#).
Enter new title(s).
Enter caption for Fit# n Peakt p.
Delete the Fit# n.
Undelete the Fit# n.
Display the names of input file, and FITBASE file.
Save fit parameters in FITBASE file.
Help.
Read another data file.
Quit (exit to DOS).
Return to graphics (if entered from graphics mode),
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Appendix B

B. INSTALLATION

The EDXRDDA package can work on IBM PC under the operating
system MS-DOS version 3.3 or above.

B.I Hardware requirement

The minimum requirement for installing the EDXRDDA package
is
i) Hard disk drive,
ii) Math processor (Intel 8087>.

iii) 640 KB RAM.
iv> Graphics monitor and adapter (preferable EGA or VGA).
v) IBM-PC compatible dot matrix printer. (Optional),

vi) One Serial RS232 port. (Optional),
v) Mouse. (Optional).

B.2 EDXRDDA package files

The complete list of all the EDXRDDA package files is as
follows.

S.No. File Appx. Size(Bytes)

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)

README.FIT
FIT.EXE
EDPFIT.EXE
FITPEAK.BAT
FITBAT.IN
ATT.BGI
CGA.BGI
EGAVGA.BGI
HERC.BGI
IBM8514.BGI
PC3270.BGI
GMOUSE.COM
GMOUSE.SYS
FIT.DOC

1680
161932
352140

298
30

6269
6253
5363
6125
6665
6029
12649
12547
80000

Functions

Brief update on package.
User interface module.
Numerical module.
DOS command file.
Command input file.

)--Screen graphics
) driver files.

Mouse driver.
Mouse driver.
Document file.
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All the above files are supplied as part of the package. In
addition to these, a configuration file called FIT.CFG that
normally does not come along with the package, can be created by
the user for configuring the FIT package environment to suit
individual taste.

However, the minimum files for installing the EDXBDDA package
on a PC, are only five in number. These consist of the user
interface module (FIT.EXE), the numerical module (EDPFIT.EXE), the
DOS shell file (FITPEAK.BAT) and its input file (FITPEAK.IN), \nd
any one of the screen graphics driver files of extension .BGI
listed above. The choice of the .BGI file depends upon the type of
video display unit and graphics adapter card in use with the PC.
All these files can be placed together inside, any one single
directory, and the package can then be executed only from inside
that directory. However, if you want to be able to execute the
package from inside any directory or drive, the installation
procedure detailed in Appendix B.3 roust be followed.

Any one of the two mouse driver files (GMO0SE.COM and
GMOUSE.SYS) is needed if use of mouse as another input device is
desired.

The files of extension .BGI are screen graphics driver files
of Turbo-C from Borland Inc. GMOUSE.COM and GMOUSE.SYS are Genius
Dynamic Serial Mouse driver files from KYE Corporation. The rest
of the above listed files have all been developed in BARC,
Trombay.

B.3 Installing the EDXRDDA package

If it is desired to install the EDXRDDA package so as to be
able to execute it from inside any directory or drive the
following procedure should be followed.

(i) Create a directory of the following pathname

C:\FIT

(ii) Copy all the EDXRDDA files listed in section 2.2 into
the C:\FIT directory.
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(iii) Add the pathname C:\FIT into the environment variable
"PATH1 of DOS. For doing this, open the file C:\AUTOEXEC.BAT for
editing if it exists, otherwise create it. Inside this file change
the line

PATH OldPath
or set PATH=OldPath

if it exists, to

PATH OldPath;C:\FIT
or set PATH=OldPath;C:\FIT

Otherwise add the following line

PATH C:\FIT
or set PATH=C:\FIT

(iv) Edit the file C:\CONFIG.SYS adding the following line

FILES = 20

This will allow upto 20 files to be simultaneously opened
at any instant of time. You may chose a higher figure if desired.
Having done this, boot the system once, and the EDXRDDA package
will become ready for use from any directory or drive.

B.4 Installing the mouse interface with the EDXRDDA package

Use of mouse as an input device during execution of the
EDXRDDA package is only optional and not a necessity. Cursor
manoeuvring and command entry are possible through use of keyboard
only. However, if use of mouse is desired, its driver needs to be
installed and made memory resident only once after booting, but it
,nust be done prior to execution of EDXRDDA. This can be done by
.dopting any one of the following two methods. Ensure that the
mouse is connected to any one of the RS232 ports available on your
PC.

Method (1): Enter from the DOS shell, the following command

C:\FIT\GMOUSE num



Method (2): Add to the C:\CONFIG.SYS file, the following line

DRIVER = C:\FIT\GMOUSE.SYS num

In either case, "num1 is 1 (for COM1), 2 <for COM2), etc.
Depending upon the the COM port to which mouse is connected, the
value of num should be specified. Default value of num is 1. When
method (2) is adopted, the mouse driver automatically becomes
memory resident during booting up of the PC.

When EDXRDDA is executed, the presence of mouse driver in
memory is checked and the information is displayed on the screen.
However, even if it is present, the package ignores it until you
press the key **M* to enable mouse control, The same key also
disables it. If you want EDXRDDA to enable mouse control right at
the start of the execution, create a configuration file of
pathname

C:\FIT\FIT.CFG

and write integer 1 inside it. If you write integer 0 inside it,
presence of mouse will be ignored.
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